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Article

Worldwide popularity of Wechsler scales has resulted in 
numerous translations, adaptations, and norms for many 
different countries, languages, and cultures (Georgas et al., 
2003; Oakland et al., 2016); and H. Chen et al. (2010) 
reported latent factor structure invariance of the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Children–Fourth edition (WISC-IV) 
across cultures. The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children–Fifth edition (WISC-V; Wechsler, 2014a) is the 
most recent version and purports to measure five first-order 
factors (Verbal Comprehension [VC], Visual Spatial [VS], 
Fluid Reasoning [FR], Working Memory [WM], Processing 
Speed [PS]) and a higher-order general intelligence (g) fac-
tor. This is consistent with contemporary conceptualiza-
tions of intelligence influenced by Carroll, Cattell, and 
Horn (Carroll, 1993, 2003; Cattell & Horn, 1978; Horn, 
1991; Horn & Blankson, 2005; Horn & Cattell, 1966), 
often referred to as the so-called Cattell–Horn–Carroll 
(CHC) theory (Schneider & McGrew, 2012, 2018), and 
was also influenced by neuropsychological constructs 
(Wechsler, 2014c). A major revision goal in constructing 
the WISC-V was to separate subtests from the former 
Perceptual Reasoning (PR) factor into distinct VS and FR 
factors for better match to CHC. Similar attempts were pre-
viously made with the WAIS-IV (Weiss et al., 2013a) and 

WISC-IV (Weiss et al., 2013b), but Canivez and Kush 
(2013) highlighted numerous psychometric problems with 
the proposed higher-order models that included five group 
factors in both the WAIS-IV and the WISC-IV. Among the 
problems noted by Canivez and Kush (2013) were selec-
tive reporting of extant literature, creating intermediary 
factors that make models appear statistically better, post 
hoc model modifications, neglecting rival bifactor models, 
and lack of disclosure of decomposed variance estimates. 
WISC-V adaptations and norms are available for Canada, 
Spain, France, the United Kingdom, and Germany; and a 
version for Japan is forthcoming.

Canivez and Watkins (2016) criticized the publisher’s 
claimed supportive evidence for the preferred higher-order 
measurement model (Model 5e) presented in the U.S. 
WISC-V Technical and Interpretive Manual (Wechsler, 
2014c) that included numerous methodological and 
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statistical problems including failure to report results of 
exploratory factor analyses (EFAs), use of weighted least 
squares (WLS) estimation in confirmatory factor analyses 
(CFA) without explicit justification (Kline, 2016), failure 
to fully disclose details of CFA, abandoning parsimony  
of simple structure (Thurstone, 1947) by cross-loading 
Arithmetic [AR] on three group factors, empirical redun-
dancy of FR and g due to the standardized path coefficient 
of 1.0 between g and the FR factor, no consideration or 
testing of rival bifactor models, omission of decomposed 
variance sources between the higher-order g and lower 
order group factors, and absence of model-based reliability/
validity estimates for g (omega-hierarchical [ωH]) and the 
lower-order group (omega-hierarchical subscale [ωHS]) 
factors (Watkins, 2017). Furthermore, degrees of freedom 
often do not add up to what is expected based on freely 
estimated parameters of stated models that suggests undis-
closed fixing parameters to not go beyond permissible 
bounds. These problems cast substantial doubt for the 
viability of the publisher preferred “confirmatory” model 
(Beaujean, 2016; Canivez & Watkins, 2016).

German WISC-V

The German adaptation of the U.S. Wechsler Intelligence 
Scale for Children–Fifth edition (German WISC-V; 
Wechsler, 2017a), was reported to follow “contemporary 
intelligence theories, factor analytic studies, and clinical 
research” (Wechsler, 2017b, p. 15). However, while the 
U.S. WISC-V explicitly noted CHC theory (Wechsler, 
2014c) the German WISC-V does not. Instead, a hierarchi-
cal two- or three-stratum intelligence structure (with or 
without narrow abilities) is assumed without references to 
specific intelligence theories or models and devoid of bifac-
tor consideration. References to reviews in Flanagan and 
Harrison (2012) and Sattler (2008a, 2008b) are provided for 
the German WISC-V for different interpretation models 
because detailing descriptions of all intelligence theories 
was reported not to be within the scope of the chapter 
(Wechsler, 2014c). While a detailed U.S. WISC-V review 
(Canivez & Watkins, 2016) and several published indepen-
dent analyses of the U.S. WISC-V were available prior to 
publication of the German WISC-V (Canivez et al., 2016; 
Canivez & Watkins, 2016; Dombrowski et al., 2015) none 
were referenced and it is unknown if they were reviewed or 
considered by the publisher in developing the German 
WISC-V. The German WISC-V includes all primary and 
secondary subtests from the U.S. version, except Picture 
Concepts, which also was not included in the versions for 
France and Spain (but was included in the Canadian and 
U.K. versions).

German WISC-V subtests are composed of items retained 
from the German WISC-IV (Petermann & Petermann, 

2011), items adapted and modified from the U.S. WISC-V, 
and newly developed items. The German WISC-V Technical 
Manual does not provide a rationale for this mixture of kept, 
adapted, and newly developed items and there is no presen-
tation of equivalence with subtests from the U.S. version. 
Specific guidelines or standards on which the adaptation 
and translation process was based were not provided; 
however, reference to standards applied for the standard-
ization program of the U.S. version, namely the Standards 
for Educational and Psychological Testing (American 
Educational Research Association [AERA], American 
Psychological Association [APA], & National Council on 
Measurement in Education [NCME], 1999; Wechsler, 
2017b, p. 57) was noted; although a more recent version of 
the Standards was published in 2014 (AERA, APA, & 
NCME, 2014). Psychometric properties and understanding 
of instructions were empirically tested in a pilot study prior 
to the standardization process, but only for the verbal sub-
tests (Similarities [SI], Vocabulary [VC], Information [IN], 
Comprehension [CO], and AR). Internal consistency (split-
half reliability) coefficients based on the standardization 
sample were high for all German WISC-V subtests and 
index scores (ranging from .80 for Cancellation [CA] to .96 
for the Full Scale IQ [FSIQ]), and short-term test–retest reli-
abilities with a mean retest interval of 26 days (SD = 19, 
range: 7-116 days) for a subsample of 94 individuals ranged 
from .72 (Picture Span [PS]) to .90 (IN), with a stability 
coefficient of .89 for the FSIQ. Validity evidence reported in 
the German WISC-V Technical Manual includes factorial 
validity (described in detail below), convergent and discrim-
inant validity, and distinct group differences validity. The 
subtests and indexes showed medium to strong relationships 
with corresponding subtests and indexes from the German 
adaptations of the WISC-IV, WPPSI-III (Wechsler Preschool 
and Primary Scale of Intelligence–Third edition; Petermann 
et al., 2014), WAIS-IV (Petermann, 2012), and Kaufman 
Assessment Battery for Children–Second edition (KABC-II; 
Kaufman & Kaufman, 2015). Furthermore, a subsample of 
gifted individuals obtained significantly higher scores on all 
subtests, except for PS and some WM subtests, and had 
higher mean index scores compared with matched controls; 
while a subsample of intellectually disabled individuals 
obtained significantly lower scores on all subtests and had 
lower mean index scores and FSIQ compared with matched 
controls.

Figure 1 presents the publisher preferred structural mea-
surement model for the German WISC-V as a basis for cre-
ation of standardized factor scores and interpretation. This 
is the identical model proffered for the United States, 
Canadian, the United Kingdom, French, and Spanish ver-
sions. The publisher claimed the German WISC-V “enables 
an estimation of general intelligence which is represented 
by five cognitive domains” (Wechsler, 2017b, p. 102). This 
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five-factor model was preferred over the four-factor model 
based on reported better global fit, but like the U.S. WISC-V, 
this preferred model includes problems of the standardized 
path coefficient of 1.0 from the higher-order g factor to FR 
and includes three cross-loadings for the AR subtest (VC 
[.02], FR [.40], WM [.36]). Pauls et al. (2020) used multi-
group confirmatory factor analysis (MGCFA) to examine 
the latent factor structure invariance of the publisher pre-
ferred German WISC-V measurement model across gender 
[sic] and reported configural, first-order and second-order 
metric invariance. Unlike the German WISC-V Technical 
Manual, Pauls et al. explicitly used maximum likelihood 
estimation with the reported normally distributed subtests 
scores. Oddly, the reported df for baseline models was one 
higher than would be expected based on the tested measure-
ment model. Full scalar invariance was not supported, 
but partial scalar invariance showed subtest intercepts for 
IN, Figure Weights (FW), Coding (CD), and CA were not 
invariant across gender [sic], but invariance was observed 
for the other German WISC-V subtests. Error variances 
were also reported to be invariant. In contrast to the German 
WISC-V Technical Manual, Pauls et al. (2020) reported 
decomposed sources of variance in the German WISC-V 
according to a Schmid and Leiman (1957) orthogonalized 
higher-order model and found that while g had ample 
unique variance as reflected by high ωH (.798) and construct 
replicability index (H = .896) values, the five group factors 
did not contain minimally acceptable unique variance. This 
led Pauls et al. (2020) to conclude primary interpretation 
of the FSIQ as an estimate of g and cautious interpretation 
of factor index scores, if at all.

German WISC-V Concerns

The same major concerns and shortcomings observed in 
the U.S. WISC-V reported by Canivez and Watkins (2016) 
were also observed in the German WISC-V Technical 
Manual (Wechsler, 2017b). EFA were not reported, opting 
for exclusive use of CFA despite the complementary nature 
of EFA and CFA (Brown, 2015; Gorsuch, 1983; Kline, 
2016). Also, given the adaptations and modifications of 
subtests, creation of new item content, proposed change in 
factor structure (separation of VS and FR), and a new stan-
dardization sample; it cannot be assumed that the factor 
structure would be unchanged and thus appropriate and 
necessary to use EFA to inform plausible CFA models to 
test. The method of estimation was not disclosed nor was 
the method for setting scales. While maximum likelihood 
estimation would customarily be used with tests like the 
German WISC-V given continuous variables and reason-
ably normally distributed data, WLS estimation was used 
with other WISC-V versions (Wechsler, 2014b, 2014c, 
2015a, 2015b, 2016a, 2016c) but without specific justifica-
tion (see Canivez & Watkins, 2016). There was no report of 
the estimator used in German WISC-V CFA and model 
comparisons relied solely on the χ2 difference despite 
reporting Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian 
information criterion (BIC) estimates. It was stated in the 
German WISC-V Technical Manual that nested models can 
be compared using the χ2 difference test, but “when models 
are not nested, change in fit is assessed through subjective 
evaluation rather than statistical comparisons in model fit” 
(p. 105). More troubling is the continued observation that 

Figure 1. Publisher preferred higher-order measurement Model 5e with standardized coefficients.
Note. SI = Similarities; VC = Vocabulary; IN = Information; CO = Comprehension; BD = Block Design; VP = Visual Puzzles; MR = Matrix 
Reasoning; FW = Figure Weights; AR = Arithmetic; DS = Digit Span; PS = Picture Span; LN = Letter–Number Sequencing; CD = Coding;  
SS = Symbol Search; CA = Cancellation.
Source. Adapted from Figure 5.1 (Wechsler, 2017b, p. 107) for the German WISC-V standardization sample (N = 1,087).
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there are fewer degrees of freedom reported than expected, 
that is, they are not consistent with the number of freely 
estimated parameters suggested by specified models. This 
suggests that parameters may have been fixed (without dis-
closure) to allow model estimation by not allowing param-
eters to go beyond permissible bounds as was apparently 
done with the U.S. WISC-V (Beaujean, 2016). This calls 
into question reported global model fit indexes as “sup-
portive.” Additionally, bifactor measurement models were 
apparently disregarded and variance estimates for contri-
butions of first- and second-order factors remain absent. 
Bifactor models have several advantages: (a) direct influ-
ences of the general factor are more easily interpretable, 
(b) influences of both general and specific factors on indi-
cators (subtests) are simultaneously examined, and (c) the 
psychometric properties necessary for determining scoring 
and interpretation of subscales (i.e., ωH and ωHS estima-
tions) are directly examined (Canivez, 2016; Cucina & 
Byle, 2017; Reise, 2012). Gignac (2006) also noted that the 
direct hierarchical (i.e., bifactor) model can be considered 
more parsimonious because it specifies a unidimensional 
general factor. Furthermore, a major local fit problem—a 
standardized path coefficient of 1.0 between higher-order g 
and the FR group factor—was dismissed as a common 
finding in current studies on intelligence tests, without fur-
ther discussion. Another German WISC-V local fit prob-
lem included the standardized path coefficient of .02 from 
VC to AR, which was not addressed at all in the manual. 
Finally, no statistical significances are reported in the 
German WISC-V Technical Manual for any of the param-
eters from the final model, thus hampering the examination 
of local fit problems.

WISC-V Research

Exploratory Factor Analyses. While EFAs were not reported 
in the WISC-V Technical and Interpretive Manual 
(Wechsler, 2014c), best practices (Watkins, 2018) applied 
in independent EFA of the U.S. WISC-V did not support 
the existence of five group factors in the total WISC-V 
standardization sample (Canivez et al., 2016) or in four age 
groups (6-8, 9-11, 12-14, and 15-16 years) within the 
WISC-V standardization sample (Canivez, Dombrowski, 
et al., 2018; Dombrowski, Canivez, et al., 2018), as the 
fifth extracted factor included only one salient subtest 
loading. Instead, a four-factor solution consistent with the 
WISC-IV was found to best represent the standardization 
data. Schmid and Leiman (1957) orthogonalization of the 
second-order EFA for the total U.S. WISC-V standardiza-
tion sample and the four age groups found substantial por-
tions of variance apportioned to g and substantially smaller 
portions of variance apportioned to the group factors (VC, 
PR, WM, and PS). ωH coefficients for g (Reise, 2012; 
Rodriguez et al., 2016) ranged from .817 (Canivez et al., 

2016) to .847 (Dombrowski, Canivez, et al., 2018) and 
exceeded the preferred level (.75) for clinical interpretation 
(Reise, 2012; Reise et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2016). 
ωHS coefficients for the four U.S. WISC-V group factors 
(Reise, 2012) ranged from .131 to .530, but no ωHS coeffi-
cients for VC, PR, or WM approached or exceeded the 
minimum criterion (.50) for clinical interpretation (Reise, 
2012; Reise et al., 2013; Rodriguez et al., 2016). ωHS coef-
ficients for PS, however, approached or exceeded the .50 
criterion for possible clinical interpretation. Dombrowski 
et al. (2015) also failed to find support for five-factors in 
the total U.S. WISC-V standardization sample using 
exploratory bifactor analysis through the bifactor rotation 
criterion (Jennrich & Bentler, 2011). Furthermore, EFA 
did not support five group factors with a large U.S. clinical 
sample (Canivez, McGill, et al., 2018). Recent indepen-
dent research with the French WISC-V (Wechsler, 2016a) 
and the WISC-V U.K. edition (WISC-VUK; Wechsler, 
2016b) found identical EFA results supporting four first-
order factors (not five), dominant general intelligence, 
and poor unique measurement of the four group factors 
(Canivez et al., 2019; Lecerf & Canivez, 2018).

Confirmatory Factor Analyses. Independent CFA conducted 
with the 16 U.S. WISC-V primary and secondary subtests 
(Canivez, Watkins, & Dombrowski, 2017) found all five of 
the higher-order models that included five first-order group 
factors (including the final U.S. WISC-V measurement 
model presented in the U.S. WISC-V Technical and Inter-
pretative Manual as the preferred model) resulted in inad-
missible solutions (i.e., negative variance estimates for the 
FR factor) potentially caused by misspecification of the 
models. A bifactor model that included five first-order fac-
tors produced an admissible solution and fit the standard-
ization data well, but examination of local fit indicated 
problems where the Matrix Reasoning (MR), FW, and Pic-
ture Concepts subtests did not have statistically significant 
loadings on the FR group factor. The bifactor model with 
four group factors (VC, PR, WM, and PS) was selected as 
best based on the combination of statistical fit, local fit, and 
theory. This was consistent with previous EFA results 
(Canivez et al., 2016) showing a dominant general intelli-
gence dimension and weak group factors with limited 
unique measurement beyond g. One study, however,  
(H. Chen et al., 2015) reported factorial invariance of the 
final publisher preferred WISC-V higher-order model with 
five group factors across gender [sic], although they did 
not examine invariance for alternative rival higher-order or 
bifactor models.

Reynolds and Keith (2017) suggested U.S. WISC-V 
invariance across age groups, but the model they examined 
for invariance was an oblique five-factor model, which 
ignores general intelligence altogether. Then they used CFA 
to explore numerous post hoc model modifications for 
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first-order models with five-factors and then for both 
higher-order and bifactor models with five group factors in 
an attempt to better understand U.S. WISC-V measurement. 
While such explorations are possible, they may capitalize 
on chance and sample size. The final best fitting U.S. 
WISC-V higher-order model produced by Reynolds and 
Keith was different from the publisher preferred model in 
that AR was given a direct loading from g and a “cross-
loading” on WM, and they also added correlated distur-
bances for the VS and FR group factors (.77) to represent an 
intermediate nonverbal general reasoning factor between 
the broad abilities and g. Yet the model still produced a 
standardized path coefficient of .97 from g to FR suggesting 
inadequate discriminant validity. Another concern was 
reliance on statistically significant χ2 difference tests for 
model improvement despite the large sample and multiple 
comparisons but no meaningful changes in global fit. 
Researchers preferring higher-order Wechsler scale struc-
tures often introduce post hoc cross-loadings and correlated 
disturbance and error terms in altered CFA models; how-
ever, such procedures may capitalize on chance and sample 
size (MacCallum et al., 1992; Schreiber et al., 2006; Ullman, 
2001) and it is rare when such parameters are specified a 
priori. Typically, previously unmodelled complexities are 
post hoc model adjustments iteratively added to improve 
model fit and/or remedy local fit problems, but specifica-
tion of such parameters may be problematic due to lack of 
conceptual grounding in previous theoretical work, may be 
unlikely to replicate, and increase the dangers of hypothe-
sizing after results are known (HARKing) as noted by 
Cucina and Byle (2017). Preregistration would help address 
this potential problem. Furthermore, decomposed variance 
estimates of the Reynolds and Keith higher-order model 
showed the U.S. WISC-V subtests primarily reflected gen-
eral intelligence variance with small portions of unique 
group factor variance (except for the PS subtests). Their 
best U.S. WISC-V bifactor model included a covariance 
estimate between VS and FR (.62), which appears neces-
sary in order to salvage five group factors that EFA (Canivez 
et al., 2016) failed to locate. Watkins et al. (2018) also tested 
a similar bifactor model with the Canadian WISC-V (WISC-
VCDN), but this bifactor model with five group factors and 
VS–FR covariance estimate was not superior to the bifactor 
model with four group factors, so the Wechsler-based bifac-
tor model with four group factors (VC, PR, WM, and PS) 
was preferred and Reynolds and Keith’s findings failed rep-
lication. Independent research regarding the factor structure 
of international versions of the WISC-V replicated both 
EFA and CFA findings yielded by independent assessments 
of the U.S. WISC-V version (cf. Canivez et al., 2016; 
Canivez, Watkins, & Dombrowski, 2017), all failing to sup-
port five group factors (Canivez et al., 2019; Fenollar-
Cortés & Watkins, 2019; Lecerf & Canivez, 2018; Watkins 
et al., 2018).

Higher-Order Versus Bifactor Models

Publisher references to Carroll’s (1993) three stratum the-
ory are provided in WISC-V technical manuals, but repeat-
edly fail to report EFA findings and decomposed variance 
estimates using the Schmid and Leiman transformation 
(SLT; Schmid & Leiman, 1957) which Carroll (1995) 
insisted on; or use more recently developed exploratory 
bifactor analysis (Jennrich & Bentler, 2011, 2012). SLT 
(sometimes referred to as an approximate bifactor solution; 
Reise, 2012) of EFA loadings apportion subtest variance to 
the first-order and higher-order dimensions because intelli-
gence test subtests are influenced by both first-order factors 
and the higher-order g factor in a higher-order model. 
Interpretation of higher-order models requires this parti-
tioning of variance in EFA, as well as CFA, so the relative 
influence of the first-order factors in comparison with the 
higher-order factor(s) may be determined. However, the 
SLT is just a reparameterization of the higher-order (second-
order) model and may not be equivalent to a bifactor model 
(Beaujean, 2015b).

Higher-order representation of intelligence test structure 
is an indirect hierarchical model (Gignac, 2005, 2006, 
2008) where the g factor influences subtests indirectly 
through full mediation through the first-order factors (Yung 
et al., 1999). The higher-order model conceptualizes g as a 
superordinate factor and an abstraction from abstractions 
(Thompson, 2004). While higher-order models have been 
commonly applied to assess intelligence test “construct-
relevant psychometric multidimensionality” (Morin, Arens, 
& Marsh, 2016, p. 117), the bifactor model predated wide-
spread use of higher-order models and was originally speci-
fied by Holzinger and Swineford (1937) and referred to as a 
direct hierarchical (Gignac, 2005, 2006, 2008) or nested 
factors model (Gustafsson & Balke, 1993). In bifactor mod-
els, g is conceptualized as a breadth factor (Gignac, 2008) 
because both the g and the group factors directly and inde-
pendently influence the subtest indicators. This means that 
both g and first-order group factors are at the same level of 
inference constituting a less complicated (more parsimoni-
ous) conceptual model (Cucina & Byle, 2017; Gignac, 
2008). Carroll (1993) and his three stratum theory appear to 
reflect bifactor intelligence structure (Beaujean, 2015b) and 
there are major theoretical differences between higher-order 
and bifactor models. In the higher-order model, g is what 
the broad first-order factors have in common, whereas in 
the bifactor model, g is what is common among a diverse 
set of tasks or indicators which is how Spearman and Carroll 
thought of g (Beaujean, 2019). Cucina and Byle (2017) 
illustrated superiority of bifactor representations among a 
variety of cognitive tests and, given such results and the 
advantages of bifactor modeling for understanding test 
structure (Canivez, 2016; Cucina & Byle, 2017; Gignac, 
2008; Reise, 2012), bifactor model comparisons should be 
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routinely examined in addition to higher-order models for 
structural validation of cognitive tests.

Purpose

Understanding the structural validity of tests is crucial for 
evaluating interpretability of provided scores (AERA, 
APA, & NCME, 2014) and the German WISC-V Technical 
Manual lacks sufficient and necessary information regard-
ing evidence of the German WISC-V structure to properly 
interpret test results. Numerous unanswered questions and 
incomplete information regarding the German WISC-V 
structure prohibits users of the German WISC-V to exercise 
good judgment about which scores have acceptable evi-
dence of construct validity. Beaujean (2015a) indicated that 
a revised test should be treated like a new test as it cannot 
be assumed that scores from the revision would be directly 
comparable to the previous version without supporting evi-
dence. Given the absence of EFA, questionable CFA meth-
ods identified in the German WISC-V Technical Manual 
(Wechsler, 2017b), and the lack of details regarding struc-
tural validity evidence, the present study (a) used best prac-
tices in EFA (Watkins, 2018) to examine the German 
WISC-V factor structure suggested by the 15 primary and 
secondary subtest relationships; (b) examined the German 
WISC-V factor structure using CFA with customary maxi-
mum likelihood estimation; (c) compared bifactor models 
with higher-order models as rival explanations; (d) decom-
posed factor variance sources in EFA and CFA; and (e) 
examined model-based reliability/validity (Watkins, 2017). 
Answers to these questions are essential for users of the 
German WISC-V to determine the interpretive value of the 
plethora of scores and score comparisons provided in the 
German WISC-V and interpretive guidelines promulgated 
by the publisher.

Method

Participants

To conduct independent EFA and CFA with the German 
WISC-V, standardization sample raw data were requested 
from the publisher (NCS Pearson, Inc.) but access was 
denied without rationale. Absent raw data, the present 
analyses required use of summary statistics (correlations, 
means, and standard deviations) provided in the German 
WISC-V Technical Manual (Wechsler, 2017b, Table 5.1, 
pp. 96-97). The published correlation matrix includes cor-
relations rounded to only 2 decimals, but Carroll (1993) 
stated, “Little precision is lost by using two-decimal values” 
(p. 82). These correlations were reportedly produced by 
participants who were members of the full German WISC-V 
standardization sample (N = 1,087) who ranged in age 
from 6 to 16 years. The sample was stratified according to 

the key variables indicated by the Federal Statistical Office 
of the Federal Republic of Germany (2014): age, sex, 
migration background, parental education (age groups 6-9 
years, four education levels), and children’s school level 
(age groups 10-16 years, five school levels). Institutional 
review board review and approval of methods were obtained 
by the first author although no data were directly collected 
in this study.

Instrument

The German WISC-V (Wechsler, 2017a) is a general intel-
ligence test composed of 15 subtests with scaled scores 
(M = 10, SD = 3). Like the United States and other ver-
sions there are 10 primary subtests (SI, VC, Block Design 
[BD], Visual Puzzles [VP], MR, FW, Digit Span [DS], PS, 
CD, Symbol Search [SS]) that are used for the measure-
ment of five factor-based Primary Index scales: Verbal 
Comprehension Index (VCI), Visual Spatial Index (VSI), 
Fluid Reasoning Index (FRI), Working Memory Index 
(WMI), and Processing Speed Index (PSI). Seven of the 
primary subtests are used to produce the FSIQ. Ancillary 
index scales (pseudo-composites) are provided and include 
Quantitative Reasoning Index (QRI), Auditory Working 
Memory Index (AWMI), Nonverbal Index (NVI), General 
Ability Index (GAI), and Cognitive Proficiency Index (CPI), 
but are not factorially derived. Index scores and FSIQ are 
standard score (M = 100, SD = 15) metrics. Secondary sub-
tests (IN, CO, AR, Letter–Number Sequencing [LN], CA) 
are used for substitution in FSIQ estimation when one sub-
test is spoiled or for use in estimating newly created (QR, 
AWM, and NV) or previously existing (General Ability and 
Cognitive Proficiency) Ancillary index scores. Ancillary 
index scores are not factorially derived composite scores, 
but logically or theoretically constructed. Picture Concepts, 
a subtest present in the U.S. WISC-V (and Canadian and 
U.K. versions) was not included in the German WISC-V.

Analyses

Exploratory Factor Analyses. The 15 German WISC-V pri-
mary and secondary subtest correlation matrix was used to 
conduct EFAs. Several criteria were examined and com-
pared for their recommendation of the number of factors 
that might be extracted and retained (Gorsuch, 1983) and 
included eigenvalues >1 (Kaiser, 1960), the scree test 
(Cattell, 1966), standard error of scree (SEscree; Zoski & 
Jurs, 1996), parallel analysis (PA; Horn, 1965), Glorfeld’s 
(1995) modified PA (see Figure 2), and minimum average 
partials (MAP; Frazier & Youngstrom, 2007; Velicer, 
1976). Statistics were estimated with SPSS 24 for Macin-
tosh or with specific software where noted. The Watkins 
(2007) SEscree program was used as SEscree reportedly is the 
most accurate objective scree method (Nasser et al., 2002). 
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Random data and resulting eigenvalues for PA using both 
mean and 95% confidence intervals (Glorfeld, 1995) were 
produced using the O’Connor (2000) SPSS syntax with 100 
replications to provide stable eigenvalue estimates. PA fre-
quently suggests retaining too few factors (underextraction) 
in the presence of a strong general factor (Crawford et al., 
2010) so it was not the exclusive criterion. MAP was also 
conducted using the O’Connor (2000) SPSS syntax.

Principal axis EFAs were conducted to analyze the factor 
structure of the German WISC-V using SPSS 24 for 
Macintosh. Retained factors were obliquely rotated with 
promax (k = 4; Gorsuch, 1983) and viable factors required a 
minimum of two subtests with salient factor pattern coeffi-
cients (≥.30; Child, 2006). Because the German WISC-V 
explicitly adopted a higher-order structure, the SLT (Schmid 
& Leiman, 1957) procedure was applied to disentangle 
the contribution of 1st and 2nd order factors, as advocated 
by Carroll (1993) and Gignac (2005). The SLT has 
been used in numerous EFA studies with the WISC-IV 
(Watkins, 2006; Watkins et al., 2006), WISC-V (Canivez, 
Dombrowski, et al., 2018; Canivez et al., 2016; 
Dombrowski, Canivez, et al., 2018); RIAS (Dombrowski 
et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2007), Wechsler Abbreviated 
Scale of Intelligence (WASI) and Wide Range Intelligence 
Test (WRIT; Canivez et al., 2009), SB5 (Canivez, 2008), 
WISC-IV Spanish (McGill & Canivez, 2016), French 
WAIS-III (Golay & Lecerf, 2011), French WISC-IV (Lecerf 

et al., 2010), French WISC-V (Lecerf & Canivez, 2018), and 
WISC-VUK (Canivez et al., 2019). The SLT allows for deriv-
ing a hierarchical factor model from higher-order models 
and decomposes the variance of each subtest score into gen-
eral factor variance first and then first-order factor variance. 
The first-order factors are modeled orthogonally to each 
other and to the general factor (Gignac, 2006; Gorsuch, 
1983). The SLT was produced using the MacOrtho program 
(Watkins, 2004). This procedure disentangles the common 
variance explained by the general factor and the residual 
common variance explained by the first-order factors.

Confirmatory Factor Analyses. CFA with maximum likeli-
hood estimation was conducted using EQS 6.3 (Bentler & 
Wu, 2016). Covariance matrices were reproduced for CFA 
using the correlation matrix, means, and standard devia-
tions obtained from the German WISC-V standardization 
sample. As with other similar studies (e.g., Canivez,  
Watkins, & Dombrowski, 2017; Watkins et al., 2018) iden-
tification of latent variable scales set a reference indicator 
to 1.0 in higher-order models and in bifactor models, by 
setting the variance of latent variables to 1.0 (Brown, 2015; 
Byrne, 2006). As with other versions of the WISC-V, the 
VS factor and FR factor are underidentified in some of the 
five-factor models because they are measured by only two 
subtests (BD and VP, MR, and FW). Thus, in specifying the 
VS factor and FR factor (in some five-factor models) in 

Figure 2. Scree plots for Horn’s parallel analysis for the German WISC-V standardization sample (N = 1,087).
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CFA bifactor models, the two subtests’ path coefficients on 
their group factors were constrained to equality prior to esti-
mation to ensure identification (Little et al., 1999).

The structural models specified in Table 5.2 of the 
German WISC-V Technical Manual (Wechsler, 2017b) 
were also examined in present CFA analyses and are repro-
duced in Table 1 and Table 2 with the addition of alternative 
bifactor models that were not included in analyses reported 
in the German WISC-V Technical Manual. Although there 
are no universally accepted cutoff values for approximate 
fit indices (McDonald, 2010), overall global model fit was 
evaluated using the comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker–
Lewis index (TLI), standardized root mean squared residual 
(SRMR), and the root mean square error of approximation 
(RMSEA). Higher CFI and TLI values indicate better fit 
whereas lower SRMR and RMSEA values indicate better 
fit. Hu and Bentler (1999) combinatorial heuristics indi-
cated adequate model fit with CFI and TLI ≥ .90 along with 
SRMR ≤ .09 and RMSEA ≤ .08. Good model fit required 
CFI and TLI ≥ 0.95 with SRMR and RMSEA ≤ 0.06 (Hu 
& Bentler, 1999). Additionally, the AIC was considered. 
AIC does not have a meaningful scale; the model with the 
smallest AIC value is most likely to replicate (Kline, 2016) 
and would be preferred. Superior model fit required ade-
quate to good overall fit and display of meaningfully bet-
ter fit. Meaningful differences between well-fitting models 
were assessed using ΔCFI > .01 and ΔRMSEA > .015 
(F. F. Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) and ΔAIC > 

10 (Burnham & Anderson, 2004). In addition to assessing 
global fit, local fit assessment was conducted as models 
should never be retained “solely on global fit testing” 
(Kline, 2016, p. 461).

Model-based reliabilities/validities were estimated with 
coefficients ωH and ωHS, which estimate reliability of unit-
weighted scores produced by the indicators (Reise, 2012; 
Rodriguez et al., 2016). ωH is the model-based reliability 
estimate for the general intelligence factor with variability 
of group factors removed. ωHS is the model-based reliability 
estimate of a group factor with all other group and general 
factors removed (Brunner et al., 2012; Reise, 2012). Omega 
estimates (ωH and ωHS) may be obtained from CFA bifactor 
solutions or decomposed variance estimates from higher-
order models and were produced using the Omega program 
(Watkins, 2013), which is based on the tutorial by Brunner 
et al. (2012) and the work of Zinbarg et al. (2005) and 
Zinbarg et al. (2006). Omega coefficients should at a mini-
mum exceed .50, but .75 is preferred (Reise, 2012; Reise 
et al., 2013).

Omega coefficients were supplemented with the H coef-
ficient (Hancock & Mueller, 2001), a construct reliability 
or construct replicability coefficient, and the correlation 
between a factor and an optimally weighted composite score. 
H represents how well the latent factor is represented by the 
indicators and a criterion value of .70 (Hancock & Mueller, 
2001; Rodriguez et al., 2016) was used. H coefficients were 
produced by the Omega program (Watkins, 2013).

Table 1. German WISC–V Primary and Secondary Subtest Configuration for CFA Models With 1 to 4 Factors.

Subtest

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4a Model 4a Bi-factor Model 4b Model 4c Model 4d

g F1 F2 F1 F2 F3 F1 F2 F3 F4 g F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 F2 F3 F4 F1 F2 F3 F4

SI • • • • • • • • •  
VC • • • • • • • • •  
IN • • • • • • • • •  
CO • • • • • • • • •  
BD • • • • • • • • •  
VP • • • • • • • • •  
MR • • • • • • • • •  
FW • • • • • • • • •  
AR • • • • • • • • • • • •  
DS • • • • • • • • •  
PS • • • • • • • • •  
LN • • • • • • • • •  
CD • • • • • • • • •
SS • • • • • • • • •
CA • • • • • • • • •

Note. All models include a higher-order general factor except for the bifactor model. WISC-V = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth edition; 
CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; SI = Similarities; VC = Vocabulary; IN = Information; CO = Comprehension; BD = Block Design; VP = Visual 
Puzzles; MR = Matrix Reasoning; FW = Figure Weights; AR = Arithmetic; DS = Digit Span; PS = Picture Span; LN = Letter–Number Sequencing; 
CD = Coding; SS = Symbol Search; CA = Cancellation.
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Results

Exploratory Factor Analyses

The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 
of .931 far exceeded the .60 minimum standard (Kaiser, 
1974; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007) and Bartlett’s Test of 
Sphericity (Bartlett, 1954), χ2 = 6,987.57, p < .0001; indi-
cated that the German WISC-V correlation matrix was not 
random. The correlation matrix was thus deemed appropri-
ate for factor analysis. Without standardization sample raw 
data, it was not possible to estimate univariate subtest skew-
ness or kurtosis or multivariate normality, but principal axis 
extraction does not require normality. While univariate and 
multivariate skewness and kurtosis were not reported in the 
German WISC-V Technical Manual (Wechsler, 2017b), 
Pauls et al. (2020) reported reasonably normally distributed 
subtest scores for the 15 German WISC-V subtests within 
the two gender [sic] groups based on univariate estimates 
(Male sample skewness ranged −.39 to .12, kurtosis ranged 
−.35 to .60, Female sample skewness ranged −.34 to .09 and 
kurtosis ranged −.26 to .71); however, multivariate esti-
mates were not provided.

Figure 2 illustrates the scree plots from Horn’s parallel 
analysis for the German WISC-V total standardization sam-
ple. Scree, PA, and Glorfeld’s modified PA criteria sug-
gested two factors, while eigenvalues > 1 and SEscree criteria 
suggested 3 factors. The MAP criterion suggested only one 
factor. In contrast, the German WISC-V publisher desired 
and claimed five latent factors. EFA began by extracting 

five factors to examine subtest associations based on the 
publisher’s desired and promoted structure to allow exami-
nation of the performance of smaller factors because Wood 
et al. (1996) noted that it is better to overextract than under-
extract. Models with four, three, and two factors were sub-
sequently examined for adequacy.

Results of a five-factor extraction with promax rotation 
presented in Table 3 include a fifth factor with only one 
salient factor pattern coefficient (SI). This extraction and 
rotation also produced Factor 1 (WM) that included salient 
pattern coefficients for theoretically related subtests (AR, 
DS, PS, LN) but also included salient pattern coefficients 
for MR and FW. Factor 2 (VC) included salient pattern 
coefficients for VC, IN, and CO. Factor 3 (VS [formerly 
PR]) included salient pattern coefficients for BD, VP, and 
MR. However, MR also cross-loaded on Factor 1 (WM) 
which indicated a lack of simple structure. Factor 4 (PS) 
included salient subtest pattern coefficients by the theoreti-
cally consistent subtests (CD, SS, and CA). Thus, MR and 
FW did not share sufficient common variance to constitute 
a FR dimension as specified by the publisher. This pattern 
of psychometrically unsatisfactory results is indicative of 
overextraction (Gorsuch, 1983; Wood et al., 1996) and the 
five-factor model was judged inadequate.

Table 4 presents the results of extracting four factors 
with promax rotation. The g loadings (first unrotated factor 
structure coefficients) ranged from .287 (CA) to .744 (VC) 
and—except CD, SS, and CA—were within the fair to good 
range based on Kaufman’s (1994) criteria (≥.70 = good, 

Table 2. German WISC-V Primary and Secondary Subtest Configurations for CFA Models With Five Factors.

Subtest

Model 5a Model 5a Bifactor Model 5b Model 5c Model 5d Model 5e

F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 g F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5

SI • • • • • • •  
VC • • • • • • •  
IN • • • • • • •  
CO • • • • • • •  
BD • • • • • • •  
VP • • • • • • •  
MR • • • • • • •  
FW • • • • • • •  
AR • • • • • • • • • • •  
DS • • • • • • •  
PS • • • • • • •  
LN • • • • • • •  
CD • • • • • • •
SS • • • • • • •
CA • • • • • • •

Note. All models include a higher-order general factor except for the bifactor model. WISC-V = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth edition; 
CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; SI = Similarities; VC = Vocabulary; IN = Information; CO = Comprehension; BD = Block Design; VP = Visual 
Puzzles; MR = Matrix Reasoning; FW = Figure Weights; AR = Arithmetic; DS = Digit Span; PS = Picture Span; LN = Letter–Number Sequencing; 
CD = Coding; SS = Symbol Search; CA = Cancellation.
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.50-.69 = fair, <.50 = poor). Table 4 illustrates robust VC 
(SI, VC, IN, and CO) and PS (CD, SS, and CA) factors with 
theoretically consistent subtest associations. The WM fac-
tor included the four theoretically related subtests (AR, DS, 
PS, and LN) but also included salient pattern coefficients of 
MR and FW. The VS (formerly PR) factor included salient 
pattern coefficients of BD, VP, and MR, but FW did not 
have a salient loading on this factor. Overall the four-factor 
model resembled WISC-IV structure but was not a perfect 
match. MR had primary loading on the VS factor but cross-
loaded on WM. The moderate to high factor correlations 
presented in Table 4 (.341 to .747) suggested the presence 
of a general intelligence factor (Gorsuch, 1983) requiring 
explication.

Table 5 presents results from the three- and two-factor 
extractions with promax rotation. For the three-factor model, 
the VS/PR and WM factors merged, leaving fairly distinct 
VC and PS factors. Oddly, SI cross-loaded on the VS/PR/
WM factor. The two-factor model showed merging of VC, 
VS/PR, and WM factors, leaving only the separate PS factor. 

No subtest cross-loadings were observed in the two-factor 
model. The two- and three-factor models clearly displayed 
fusion of potentially theoretically meaningful constructs that 
is symptomatic of underextraction, thereby rendering them 
unsatisfactory (Gorsuch, 1983; Wood et al., 1996).

Because the four-factor EFA solution appeared to be the 
most reasonable it was subsequently subjected to second-
order EFA and results transformed with the SLT procedure 
(see Table 6). Following SLT, all German WISC-V subtests 
were properly associated with their theoretically proposed 
factors (Wechsler model), except for FW, which had resid-
ual variance approximately evenly split between the WM 
factor and VS factor. The hierarchical g factor accounted for 
35.1% of the total variance and 65.1% of the common vari-
ance. The general factor also accounted for between 6.0% 
(CA) and 47.1% (AR) of individual subtest variability.

At the group factor level, WM accounted for an addi-
tional 3.4%, VC for an additional 5.1%, VS for an additional 
2.8%, and PS for an additional 7.5% of the total variance. 
Of the common variance, WM accounted for an additional 

Table 3. German Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth Edition (WISC-V) Exploratory Factor Analysis: Five Oblique Factor 
Solution for the Total Standardization Sample (N = 1,087).

German WISC-V General
F1: Working 

Memory
F2: Verbal 

Comprehension
F3: Visual 

Spatial
F4: Processing 

Speed
F5: 

Inadequate

h2Subtest S P S P S P S P S P S

SI .749 .020 .611 .173 .708 .013 .633 −.004 .275 .736 .877 .787
VC .741 −.030 .578 .821 .856 .026 .581 −.015 .276 .063 .630 .736
IN .716 .056 .592 .526 .739 .186 .622 −.057 .239 .103 .614 .587
CO .633 .069 .508 .822 .752 −.137 .434 .098 .327 −.084 .469 .586
BD .645 −.009 .543 −.079 .462 .713 .732 .073 .325 .076 .514 .544
VP .668 .018 .569 .022 .502 .780 .764 .013 .293 −.072 .481 .586
MR .640 .341 .622 −.006 .471 .455 .651 −.036 .247 −.059 .448 .471
FW .666 .323 .631 .158 .559 .277 .619 −.050 .239 .025 .512 .464
AR .719 .532 .724 .065 .559 .157 .625 .045 .341 .022 .522 .546
DS .688 .832 .777 −.067 .489 −.005 .562 −.037 .272 .013 .479 .607
PS .579 .507 .601 .029 .447 .024 .476 .031 .270 .070 .436 .368
LN .698 .834 .779 .073 .536 −.082 .538 −.006 .300 −.065 .458 .614
CD .400 .123 .338 −.077 .243 −.097 .263 .727 .737 .080 .245 .553
SS .438 −.014 .335 .001 .285 .085 .337 .772 .789 −.031 .236 .626
CA .287 −.141 .183 .143 .235 .082 .221 .509 .516 −.054 .155 .280
Eigenvalue 6.41 1.58 1.04 .85 .67  
% Variance 39.91 7.37 4.33 2.71 1.37  
Factor correlations F1: WM F2: VC F3: VS F4: PS F5  
Working Memory (WM) —  
Verbal Comprehension (VC) .676 —  
Visual Spatial (VS) .740 .658 —  
Processing Speed (PS) .396 .336 .366 —  
F5 .633 .698 .670 .283 —  

Note. General structure coefficients are based on the first unrotated factor coefficients (g loadings). Salient pattern coefficients (≥.30) presented in 
bold. German WISC-V Subtests: SI = Similarities, VC = Vocabulary, IN = Information, CO = Comprehension, BD = Block Design, VP = Visual 
Puzzles, MR = Matrix Reasoning, FW = Figure Weights, AR = Arithmetic, DS = Digit Span, PS = Picture Span, LN = Letter–Number Sequencing, 
CD = Coding, SS = Symbol Search, CA = Cancellation; S = Structure Coefficient; P = Pattern Coefficient; h2 = Communality.
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6.3%, VC for an additional 9.5%, VS for an additional 
5.2%, and PS for an additional 13.9%. The general and 
group factors combined to measure 54.0% of the total vari-
ance in German WISC-V scores, leaving 46.0% unique 
variance (combination of specific and error variance).

ωH and ωHS coefficients were estimated based on the 
SLT results and presented in Table 6, assigning FW to the 
VS factor. The ωH coefficient for general intelligence (.823) 
was high and sufficient for scale interpretation of a unit-
weighted composite score based on the indicators; however, 
the ωHS coefficients for the four German WISC-V group 
factors (WM, VC, VS, and PS) were considerably lower 
(.135-.562). Thus, unit-weighted composite scores based on 
all subtest indicators of the four German WISC-V group 
factors, likely possess too little true score variance for con-
fident clinical interpretation, with the possible exception of 
PS (Reise, 2012; Reise et al., 2013). ωH and ωHS were also 
estimated with FW assigned to the WM factor (see Table 6) 
and coefficients showed a slight decrease in ωHS for WM 
but a slight increase for VS, but still well below the .50 
criterion. H indexes indicated an optimally weighted com-
posite score for g accounted for 90.7% of g variance but 
WM, VC, and VS group factors were not well defined by 

their optimally weighted indicators (Hs < .70). The H index 
of .749 for PS indicated that it was well defined by optimal 
weighting of its three indicators.

Confirmatory Factor Analyses

Global Fit. Results from CFAs for the 15 German WISC-V 
primary and secondary subtests are presented in Table 7. 
Combinatorial heuristics of Hu and Bentler (1999) indi-
cated that Models 1 (g) and 2 (Verbal and Performance) 
were inadequate due to too low CFI and TLI and too high 
SRMR and RMSEA values. Model 3 was adequate but all 
models (higher-order and bifactor) that included four or 
five group factors produced global fit statistics that indi-
cated good model fit to these data, better than one-, two-, or 
three-factor models. Bifactor versions of models with four 
and five group factors where AR was not cross-loaded were 
meaningfully better than higher-order versions in CFI and 
AIC, but meaningful differences in RMSEA were observed 
only for Model 4a bifactor and the EFA suggested bifactor 
compared with the higher-order version. All bifactor mod-
els were superior to higher-order versions (ΔAIC > 10) and 
thus more likely to replicate.

Table 4. German Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth Edition (WISC-V) Exploratory Factor Analysis: Four Oblique Factor 
Solution for the Total Standardization Sample (N = 1,087).

German WISC-V Subtest

General
F1: Working 

Memory
F2: Verbal 

Comprehension
F3: Visual 

Spatial
F4: Processing 

Speed

h2S P S P S P S P S

Similarities .723 .090 .609 .522 .729 .215 .639 −.018 .273 .568
Vocabulary .744 −.051 .575 .919 .868 −.018 .579 −.011 .276 .756
Information .718 .041 .590 .621 .758 .184 .625 −.057 .238 .596
Comprehension .630 .065 .506 .778 .725 −.196 .433 .108 .327 .547
Block Design .648 −.029 .542 −.041 .495 .768 .742 .068 .322 .556
Visual Puzzles .668 .017 .570 −.007 .523 .738 .752 .017 .290 .566
Matrix Reasoning .641 .332 .622 −.034 .491 .438 .650 −.033 .245 .466
Figure Weights .668 .314 .630 .186 .580 .276 .621 −.050 .237 .465
Arithmetic .720 .526 .724 .085 .580 .161 .629 .045 .339 .547
Digit Span .690 .832 .777 −.057 .512 .000 .568 −.038 .269 .607
Picture Span .580 .506 .601 .074 .468 .043 .483 .029 .268 .367
Letter–Number Sequencing .699 .826 .778 .045 .549 −.106 .541 −.002 .299 .609
Coding .400 .126 .337 −.036 .254 −.060 .270 .715 .731 .540
Symbol Search .439 −.014 .335 −.020 .289 .078 .337 .776 .792 .631
Cancellation .287 −.141 .183 .114 .230 .058 .218 .511 .516 .277
Eigenvalue 6.41 1.58 1.04 .85  
% Variance 39.77 7.33 4.23 2.66  
Promax-based factor correlations F1: WM F2: VC F3: VS F4: PS  
F1: Working Memory (WM) —  
F2: Verbal Comprehension (VC) .700 —  
F3: Visual Spatial (VS) .747 .695 —  
F4: Processing Speed (PS) .392 .341 .364 —  

Note. General structure coefficients are based on the first unrotated factor coefficients (g loadings). Salient pattern coefficients (≥.30) presented in 
bold. Italic type denotes salient cross-loading. S = Structure Coefficient; P = Pattern Coefficient; h2 = Communality.
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Local Fit. While all models with four or five group factors 
achieved good global fit, assessment of local fit identified 
numerous problems. Table 8 presents each of the models 
that contained local fit problems (i.e., nonstatistically sig-
nificant standardized path coefficients, negative standard-
ized path coefficients, and standardized path coefficients 
of 1.0). Most of these models were thus considered 
inadequate.

Model Selection. According to the ΔAIC > 10 criterion, the 
models most likely to generalize were Models 4a bifactor 
and the EFA suggested bifactor. These were also identified 
best by ΔCFI and ΔRMSEA criteria. However, local fit dif-
ficulties with Models 4a bifactor and EFA suggested bifac-
tor (see Table 8) weighed against their selection without 
modification. Thus, Model 4a bifactor (Figure 3) and EFA 
suggested bifactor (Figure 4) and their modifications show 
remarkable similarity. Differences between these models 
are with which group factor FW is placed, and in both 
instances, FW had a negative and not-statistically signifi-
cant standardized path coefficient with the assigned group 

factor. Figures 3 and 4 also illustrate modification where the 
FW group factor path was dropped and the model reesti-
mated, which resulted in an identical model with theoretical 
alignment of all subtests but FW having only a path from g.

Variance and Reliability: Modified Model 4a Bifactor. Table 9 
presents sources of variance for the modified Model 4a 
bifactor (see Figure 3) from the 15 German WISC-V pri-
mary and secondary subtests where the group factor path 
for FW was dropped. This model is identical to the EFA 
suggested bifactor model with the group factor path for 
FW dropped (see Figure 4). Most subtest variance was 
associated with the general intelligence dimension and 
substantially smaller portions of variance were uniquely 
associated with the four German WISC-V group factors. 
ωH and ωHS coefficients were estimated based on the bifac-
tor results from Table 9 and the ωH coefficient for general 
intelligence (.836) was high and sufficient for confident 
scale interpretation. The ωHS coefficients for the four Ger-
man WISC-V factors (VC, VS, WM, and PS), however, 
were considerably lower, ranging from .086 (VS) to .575 

Table 5. German Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth Edition (WISC-V) Exploratory Factor Analysis: Two and Three 
Oblique Factor Solutions for the Total Standardization Sample (N = 1,087).

German WISC-V Two oblique factors Three oblique factors

Subtest ga F1: g F2: PS h2 ga F1: PR/WM F2: VC F3: PS h2

SI .725 .751 (.735) −.036 (.295) .541 .725 .304 (.667) .509 (.724) −.018 (.288) .566
VC .722 .748 (.732) −.035 (.294) .537 .748 −.035 (.620) .904 (.875) −.009 (.289) .766
IN .716 .765 (.731) −.077 (.260) .538 .720 .233 (.650) .604 (.755) −.056 (.252) .593
CO .616 .583 (.613) .069 (.326) .380 .629 −.051 (.515) .712 (.713) .108 (.333) .517
BD .636 .595 (.632) .083 (.346) .405 .634 .584 (.644) .041 (.491) .071 (.335) .420
VP .658 .643 (.659) .037 (.320) .435 .656 .613 (.669) .062 (.518) .025 (.308) .449
MR .640 .653 (.647) −.012 (.275) .419 .642 .720 (.679) −.036 (.477) −.035 (.260) .463
FW .673 .706 (.684) −.049 (.262) .470 .670 .577 (.675) .166 (.568) −.053 (.251) .470
AR .723 .697 (.722) .057 (.364) .524 .722 .686 (.738) .047 (.562) .042 (.351) .547
DS .679 .687 (.685) −.005 (.298) .469 .683 .809 (.731) −.086 (.492) −.035 (.281) .539
PS .582  .565 (.582) .039 (.288) .340 .580 .557 (.594) .035 (.451) .026 (.277) .355
LN .689 .683 (.693) .021 (.322) .480 .690 .713 (.717) .006 (.526) .001 (.308) .514
CD .403 .004 (.322) .723 (.724) .525 .400 .062 (.333) −.047 (.245) .713 (.723) .525
SS .445 .001 (.355) .802 (.803) .644 .441 .033 (.360) −.015 (.282) .790 (.799) .639
CA .289 .010 (.233) .505 (.509) .260 .288 −.098 (.212) .121 (.229) .516 (.517) .274
Eigenvalue 6.41 1.58 6.41 1.58 1.04  
% Variance 39.20 7.26 39.55 7.31 4.06  
Factor correlations F1 F2 F1 F2 F3  
 F1 — F1 —  
 F2 .441 — F2 .730 —  
 F3 .427 .346 —  

Note. Factor pattern coefficients (structure coefficients) based on principal factors extraction with promax rotation (k = 4). Salient pattern coefficients 
(≥.30) presented in bold. German WISC-V Subtests: SI = Similarities, VC = Vocabulary, IN = Information, CO = Comprehension, BD = Block 
Design, VP = Visual Puzzles, MR = Matrix Reasoning, FW = Figure Weights, AR = Arithmetic, DS = Digit Span, PS = Picture Span, LN = Letter–
Number Sequencing, CD = Coding, SS = Symbol Search, CA = Cancellation; g = general intelligence; PS = Processing Speed; PR = Perceptual 
Reasoning; WM = Working Memory; VC = Verbal Comprehension; h2 = Communality.
aGeneral structure coefficients based on first unrotated factor coefficients (g loadings).
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(PS). Thus, three German WISC-V group factors (VC, VS, 
and WM) likely possess too little unique true score vari-
ance in a unit-weighted composite score to support confi-
dent clinical interpretation (Reise, 2012; Reise et al., 
2013); however, the PS group factor exceeded the mini-
mum criterion for possible interpretation. H indexes indi-
cated an optimally weighted composite score for g 
accounted for 90.7% of g variance, but the four group fac-
tors were not well defined by their optimally weighted 
indicators (Hs < .70). For comparison purposes, Table A1 
(see online supplement) presents sources of variance for 
Model 4a bifactor (see Figure 3) from the 15 German 
WISC-V primary and secondary subtests including FW 
group factor path and results of explained variances, ωH 

and ωHS, and H indexes were virtually identical to the 
modified Model 4a bifactor.

Discussion

Results from the present independent EFA and CFA substan-
tially challenge the German WISC-V structure promoted in 
the German WISC-V Technical Manual on which standard 
scores and interpretive guidelines are provided. EFA results 
failed to support a five-factor model as only the SI subtest 
had a salient loading on the fifth factor which was inade-
quate and indicative of overfactoring. As with other versions 
of the WISC-V, there appears to be no separate FR factor and 
EFA results from both five- and four-factor models show the 

Table 6. Sources of Variance in the German Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth Edition (WISC-V) for the Total 
Standardization Sample (N = 1,087) According to the Schmid–Leiman Orthogonalized Higher-Order EFA Model With Four First-
Order Factors.

German WISC-V 
Subtest

General
F1: Working 

Memory
F2: Verbal 

Comprehension
F3: Visual 

Spatial
F4: Processing 

Speed

h2 u2b S2 b S2 b S2 b S2 b S2

Similarities .675 .456 .044 .002 .310 .096 .111 .012 −.016 .000 .566 .434
Vocabulary .674 .454 −.025 .001 .546 .298 −.009 .000 −.010 .000 .753 .247
Information .667 .445 .020 .000 .369 .136 .095 .009 −.051 .003 .593 .407
Comprehension .562 .316 .031 .001 .463 .214 −.101 .010 .097 .009 .551 .449
Block Design .629 .396 −.014 .000 −.024 .001 .397 .158 .061 .004 .558 .442
Visual Puzzles .649 .421 .008 .000 −.004 .000 .382 .146 .015 .000 .567 .433
Matrix Reasoning .623 .388 .161 .026 −.020 .000 .226 .051 −.030 .001 .466 .534
Figure Weights .638 .407 .152 .023 .111 .012 .143 .020 −.045 .002 .465 .535
Arithmetic .686 .471 .255 .065 .051 .003 .083 .007 .040 .002 .547 .453
Digit Span .665 .442 .403 .162 −.034 .001 .000 .000 −.034 .001 .607 .393
Picture Span .552 .305 .245 .060 .044 .002 .022 .000 .026 .001 .368 .632
Letter–Number 

Sequencing
.667 .445 .400 .160 .027 .001 −.055 .003 −.002 .000 .609 .391

Coding .347 .120 .061 .004 −.021 .000 −.031 .001 .641 .411 .536 .464
Symbol Search .382 .146 −.007 .000 −.012 .000 .040 .002 .696 .484 .632 .368
Cancellation .244 .060 −.068 .005 .068 .005 .030 .001 .458 .210 .279 .721
Total Variance .351 .034 .051 .028 .075 .540 .460
Explained Common 

Variance
.651 .063 .095 .052 .139  

ω .923 .815 .857 .794 .727  
ωH/ωHS .823 .167 .257 .135 .562  
Relative ω .892 .204 .300 .170 .773  
H .907 .408 .507 .367 .749  
PUC .800  
ωH/ωHS Figure 

Weights on WM
.822 .142 .257 .167 .562  

Note. Bold type indicates coefficients and variance estimates consistent with the theoretically proposed factor. Italic type indicates coefficients and 
variance estimates associated with an alternate factor (where residual cross-loading b was larger than for the theoretically assigned factor).  
EFA = exploratory factor analysis; b = loading of subtest on factor; S2 = variance explained; h2 = communality; u2 = uniqueness; ωH = Omega-
hierarchical; ωHS = Omega-hierarchical subscale; H = construct reliability or replicability index; WM = Working Memory; PUC = percentage of 
uncontaminated correlations.
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AR subtest to only saliently load on the WM factor. Given 
this result, including AR in the pseudocomposite QRI 
appears misguided. Four first-order factors better repre-
sented the German WISC-V structure, but FW saliently 
loaded on the WM and not VS (formerly PR). The SLT of 
the four-factor oblique solution showed the primary subtest 
contribution was related mostly to g rather than to the first-
order group factors (except for the PS subtests that poorly 
measure g). The present results replicate the outcomes of 
two WISC-V EFA studies with international WISC-V ver-
sions, the French WISC-V (Lecerf & Canivez, 2018) and the 
WISC-VUK (Canivez et al., 2019); two EFA studies with the 
full U.S. WISC-V standardization sample data (Canivez 
et al., 2016; Dombrowski et al., 2015), and two EFA studies 
examining the U.S. WISC-V standardization sample norma-
tive data partitioned into four age-groups (Canivez, 
Dombrowski, et al., 2018; Dombrowski, Canivez, et al., 
2018). All found a lack of empirical support for five first-
order factors and in all these studies the g factor accounted 
for substantially greater common variance and there was 
strong support for interpretation of composite score esti-
mates of g. Also, these studies all showed inadequate por-
tions of unique group factor variance apart from g necessary 
for confident interpretation of factor index scores, except, 

perhaps, for PS. These results were also observed in a large 
U.S. clinical sample (Canivez, McGill, et al., 2018).

Present CFA results also failed to support the publisher’s 
preferred measurement model (Model 5e) and instead better 
supported a bifactor representation of German WISC-V 
structure with four group factors similar to the present EFA 
results. When modeling five first-order factors and one 
higher-order factor with all 15 primary and secondary sub-
tests as promoted by the publisher (including Model 5e), 
approximate fit statistics appeared to support the models, 
unlike CFA results of five group-factor higher-order models 
with the U.S. WISC-V that produced model specification 
errors with negative FR variance (see Canivez, Watkins, & 
Dombrowski, 2017). However, assessment of local fit iden-
tified numerous problems of nonstatistically significant 
standardized path coefficients, negative standardized path 
coefficients, and standardized g to FR paths of 1.0 or 
approaching 1.0. The publisher preferred German WISC-V 
model (Model 5e) included three cross-loadings of AR on 
VC, FR, and WM identical to the U.S. WISC-V, but present 
results found the standardized path coefficient of VC to AR 
(.029) was not statistically significant and the standardized 
path coefficient from g to FR was 1.0 indicating empirical 
redundancy, thereby indicating Model 5e was not the best 

Table 7. Maximum Likelihood CFA Fit Statistics for the 15 German WISC-V Primary and Secondary Subtests for the Standardization 
Sample (N = 1,087).

Modela χ2 df CFI ΔCFI TLI SRMR RMSEA ΔRMSEA
RMSEA  
90% CI AIC ΔAIC

1.  General intelligence 1,242.69 90 .833 −.157 .806 .072 .109 .080 [.103, .114] 76177.08 1069.43
2. Higher-orderb 1,155.06 88 .846 −.144 .816 .071 .106 .077 [.100, .111] 76093.45 985.80
3. Higher-orderc 651.33 87 .918 −.072 .902 .044 .077 .048 [.072, .083] 75591.72 484.07
4a. Higher-orderd 276.83 86 .972 −.018 .966 .030 .045 .016 [.039, .051] 75219.21 111.56
4a. Bifactore 143.26 75 .990 .000 .986 .023 .029 .000 [.022, .036] 75107.65 0.00
4a.  Bifactor  

(no FW–VS path)*
143.27 76 .990 .000 .987 .023 .029 .000 [.021, .036] 75105.66 −1.99

4b. Higher-orderf 279.23 86 .972 −.018 .966 .030 .045 .016 [.040, .051] 75221.62 113.97
4c. Higher-orderg 259.36 85 .975 −.015 .969 .030 .043 .014 [.037, .049] 75203.75 96.10
4d. Higher-orderh 257.51 84 .975 −.015 .969 .030 .044 .015 [.038, .050] 75203.90 96.25
EFA suggested 

bifactori
143.25 75 .990 .000 .986 .023 .029 .000 [.022, .036] 75107.63 −0.02

5a. Higher-orderj 237.98 85 .978 −.012 .973 .029 .041 .012 [.035, .047] 75182.36 74.71
5a. Bifactork 153.60 77 .989 −.001 .985 .024 .030 .001 [.023, .037] 75117.98 10.33
5b. Higher-orderl 236.19 85 .978 −.012 .973 .029 .040 .011 [.034, .047] 75180.57 72.92
5c. Higher-orderm 217.47 84 .981 −.009 .976 .028 .038 .009 [.032, .044] 75163.86 56.21
5d. Higher-ordern 228.20 84 .979 −.011 .974 .029 .040 .011 [.034, .046] 75174.59 66.94
5e. Higher-ordero 217.25 83 .981 −.009 .975 .028 .039 .010 [.032, .045] 75165.63 57.98

Note. Bold text illustrates best fitting models. WISC-V = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth edition; CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; 
CFI = comparative fit index; TLI = Tucker–Lewis index (nonnormed fit index); SRMR = standardized root mean square; RMSEA = root mean 
square error of approximation; CI = confidence interval; AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; FW = Figure Weights; VS = Visual Spatial.
aModel numbers correspond to those reported in the German WISC-V Technical Manual Table 5.2 and are higher-order models (unless otherwise 
specified) when more than one first-order factor was specified. Subtest assignments to latent factors are specified in Tables 1 and 2. b-oModels with 
local fit problems specified in Table 8.
*Best model.
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model when one considers local fit. A similar result was 
observed with the French WISC-V where the AR subtest 
also failed to yield a statistically significant standardized 
path coefficient from VC, and thus the publisher preferred 
Model 5e was also not the best model with the French 
WISC-V (Lecerf & Canivez, 2018). A bifactor representa-
tion of the German WISC-V with g and five group factors 
(Model 5a bifactor) produced admissible global fit results, 
but MR and FW did not have statistically significant stan-
dardized path coefficients on the FR group factor, thereby 
challenging FR viability. Removal of nonstatistically sig-
nificant MR and FW group factor paths eliminated the FR 
group factor. Thus, in both the higher-order and bifactor 
representations of the German WISC-V, FR is empirically 
indistinguishable from psychometric g.

These German WISC-V results are not unique and quite 
similar to EFA and CFA results observed in studies of the 
WISC-IV (Bodin et al., 2009; Canivez, 2014; Keith, 2005; 
Styck & Watkins, 2016; Watkins, 2006, 2010; Watkins 
et al., 2006) and with other Wechsler scale versions (Canivez 
& Watkins, 2010a, 2010b; Canivez, Watkins, Good, et al., 
2017; Gignac, 2005, 2006; Golay et al., 2013; Golay & 
Lecerf, 2011; Lecerf & Canivez, 2018; McGill & Canivez, 

2016, 2018; Nelson et al., 2013; Watkins & Beaujean, 2014; 
Watkins et al., 2013). The present results showing domi-
nance of g variance and small portions of group factor vari-
ance are also not unique to Wechsler scales as similar results 
have also been observed with the Woodcock–Johnson III 
(Cucina & Howardson, 2016; Dombrowski, 2013, 2014a, 
2014b; Dombrowski & Watkins, 2013; Strickland et al., 
2015), the Woodcock–Johnson IV Cognitive and full bat-
tery (Dombrowski et al., 2017; Dombrowski, McGill, et al., 
2018a, 2018b), the Differential Ability Scale (DAS; Cucina 
& Howardson, 2016), the DAS–II (Canivez et al., 2020; 
Canivez & McGill, 2016; Dombrowski et al., 2019), the 
Kaufman Adolescent and Adult Intelligence Test (Cucina & 
Howardson, 2016), the KABC (Cucina & Howardson, 
2016), the SB5 (Canivez, 2008), the WASI and WRIT 
(Canivez et al., 2009), and the RIAS (Dombrowski et al., 
2009; Nelson & Canivez, 2012, Nelson et al., 2007).

Practical Considerations

The present results have major practical implications in 
clinical assessment where the FRI is provided yet is not 
empirically supported by German standardization sample 

Table 8. Local Fit Problems Identified Within Specified Models.

CFA modela Local fit problem

2. Higher-orderb V factor and higher-order g factor linearly dependent on other parameters, g factor standardized path 
coefficient with V factor = 1.0

3. Higher-orderc g factor standardized path coefficients with V factor (.943) and P factor (.964) were high
4a. Higher-orderd g factor standardized path coefficients with VS factor (.946) and WM factor (.919) were high
4a. Bifactore FW standardized path coefficient with VS factor (−.005) was not statistically significant; and the MR 

standardized path coefficient with VS factor (.136), PS standardized path coefficient with WM (.200), 
and AR standardized path coefficient with WM (.169) were statistically significant but low

4b. Higher-orderf g factor standardized path coefficients with FR and WM factor (.945) were high
4c. Higher-orderg g factor standardized path coefficients with VS+AR factor (.947) was high
4d. Higher-orderh g factor standardized path coefficients with VS factor (.947) was high, AR standardized path coefficient 

with VC (.069) not statistically significant, AR standardized path coefficient on VS (.262) was low, 
removing AR path from VC produces Model 4c

EFA suggested 
bifactori

FW standardized path coefficient with WM factor (−.007) was not statistically significant; MR 
standardized path coefficient with VS (.138), PS standardized path coefficient with WM (.198), and AR 
standardized path coefficient with WM (.167) were statistically significant but low; removal of WM–
FW path produces same model as 4a Bifactor (without VS–FW path)

5a. Higher-orderj FR standardized path coefficient with g (.995) extremely high
5a. Bifactork MR (.090) and FW (.090) had low standardized path coefficients with FR and not statistically significant, 

removal of MR and FW group factor paths eliminates the FR factor
5b. Higher-orderl FR standardized path coefficient from g = 1.0
5c. Higher-orderm FR standardized path coefficient from g = 1.0
5d. Higher-ordern FR standardized path coefficient from g = 1.0, AR standardized path coefficient with VC (.151) was low
5e. Higher-ordero FR standardized path coefficient from g = 1.0, AR standardized path coefficient (.029) with VC not 

statistically significant, removal of AR loading with VC produces Model 5d

Note. Model number indicates the number of group factors included in the model and model number and letter correspond to those reported in the 
German WISC-V Technical Manual. Bifactor models were added for comparison. Subtest assignments to latent factors are specified in Tables 1 and 2. 
CFA = confirmatory factor analysis; g = general intelligence; V = Verbal; P = Performance; VC = Verbal Comprehension; WM = Working Memory; 
VS = Visual Spatial; FR = Fluid Reasoning; FW = Figure Weights; MR = Matrix Reasoning; PS = Picture Span; AR = Arithmetic.
aCFA model corresponding to Table 7. b-oSuperscripts correspond model superscript designating local fit problem from Table 7.
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data in either EFA or CFA. This was also observed in the 
other WISC-V versions (Canivez et al., 2016; Canivez, 
Watkins, & Dombrowski, 2017; Canivez et al., 2019; 
Fenollar-Cortés & Watkins, 2019; Lecerf & Canivez, 2018; 
Watkins et al., 2018). The FR variance is essentially psy-
chometric g variance, but this is obfuscated in higher-order 
models unless variance sources are decomposed (something 
the publisher has never provided in any WISC-V version) 
and thus, interpretation of a FR score most likely results in 
faulty inferences. Furthermore, VCI, VSI, and WMI are 
scores based on subtests that measure more g variance than 

group factor variance and the unique portions of true score 
variance provided by VC, VS, and WM are also seemingly 
inadequate for confident interpretation of scores provided 
by either unit-weighted or optimally weighted indexes 
as indicated by low ωHS and H coefficients, respectively 
(Brunner et al., 2012; Reise, 2012; Reise et al., 2013; 
Rodriguez et al., 2016). Thus, “much of the reliable vari-
ance of the subscale scores can be attributable to the gen-
eral factor, and not what is unique to the group factors” 
(Rodriguez et al., 2016, p. 225). Factor index scores, as pro-
vided by the publisher, conflate g variance and group factor 

Figure 3. Bifactor measurement model (4a bifactor), with standardized coefficients, for the German WISC-V standardization sample 
(N = 1,087) 15 subtests, with and without the VS–FW path.
Note. WISC-V = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth edition; SI = Similarities; VC = Vocabulary; IN = Information; CO = Comprehension; 
BD = Block Design; VP = Visual Puzzles; MR = Matrix Reasoning; FW = Figure Weights; AR = Arithmetic; DS = Digit Span; PS = Picture Span; LN 
= Letter–Number Sequencing; CD = Coding; SS = Symbol Search; CA = Cancellation.
*p < .05.
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variance which cannot be disentangled at the individual 
level. This too was observed in other WISC-V versions 
(Canivez et al., 2016; Canivez et al., 2019; Canivez, 
Watkins, & Dombrowski, 2017; Fenollar-Cortés & Watkins, 
2019; Lecerf & Canivez, 2018; Watkins et al., 2018). Users 
of the German WISC-V can be confident in their individual 
clinical inferences regarding FSIQ results, but inferences 
from index scores beyond the FSIQ are likely overinterpre-
tations or misinterpretations as also noted by Pauls et al. 
(2020). If it is important to generate scores for constructs 
represented by the group factors, and distinction between 

VS and FR, then it appears there is much work to be done to 
create tasks that accomplish this (if that is even possible). 
As Beaujean and Benson (2019) argue based on the work of 
Luecht et al. (2006), to achieve this, “publishers should not 
attempt to create instruments that concurrently measure 
some unitary attribute (e.g., a general attribute) and then 
try to spread out the same information across multiple 
scores of more specific attributes” (p. 130). Thus, it might 
be necessary to refrain from creating multidimensional 
measures of intelligence altogether and instead trying to 
develop multiple unidimensional tests, each designed to 

Figure 4. Bifactor measurement model (EFA Suggested Bifactor), with standardized coefficients, for the German WISC-V 
standardization sample (N = 1,087) 15 Subtests, with and without the VS–FW path.
Note. WISC-V = Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth edition; EFA = exploratory factor analysis; SI = Similarities; VC = Vocabulary;  
IN = Information; CO = Comprehension; BD = Block Design; VP = Visual Puzzles; MR = Matrix Reasoning; FW = Figure Weights; AR = Arithmetic; 
DS = Digit Span; PS = Picture Span; LN = Letter–Number Sequencing; CD = Coding; SS = Symbol Search; CA = Cancellation.
*p < .05.
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measure a single, theoretically well-defined attribute. 
Furthermore, because the German WISC-V appears to only 
measure g well and provides group factor scores with inad-
equate interpretive value beyond g, it may be time and cost 
effective to use a measure like the German version of the 
Reynolds Intellectual Assessment Scales (RIAS; Hagmann-
von Arx & Grob, 2014) as a more efficient assessment of g. 
Because the German RIAS includes only four (two verbal, 
two nonverbal) intelligence subtests representing verbal 
and nonverbal group factors there are fewer scores and 
comparisons that might be misused.

Theoretical Considerations

In addition to practical implications there are also theo-
retical implications for the present results. The superior-
ity of the bifactor model observed with the German 
WISC-V which allows the general intelligence dimension 
to directly influence subtest indicators, while simultane-
ously allowing group factor influences on subtests, is 

consistent with Spearman’s (1927) conceptualization of 
intelligence as well as Carroll’s (1993; Beaujean, 2015b; 
Brunner et al., 2012; Frisby & Beaujean, 2015; Gignac, 
2006, 2008; Gignac & Watkins, 2013; Gustafsson & 
Balke, 1993). Beaujean (2015b) noted Spearman’s con-
ceptualization of general intelligence was of a factor “that 
was directly involved in all cognitive performances, not 
indirectly involved through, or mediated by, other fac-
tors” (p. 130) and he also opined that “Carroll was explicit 
in noting that a bi-factor model best represents his theory” 
(p. 130). This conceptualizes g as a breadth factor that 
permits multidimensionality by determining how broad 
abilities perform independent of the g factor and was also 
preferred by Gignac (2008). Bifactor representation of g 
is less complicated and can be considered more parsimo-
nious (Cucina & Byle, 2017; Gignac, 2008) with g and 
group factors at the same level of inference (see also 
Canivez, 2013b; Thompson, 2004). This is in contrast to 
the superordinate conceptualization of g represented by 
the publisher preferred higher-order model where the 

Table 9. Sources of Variance in the 15 German Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children–Fifth Edition (WISC-V) Primary and 
Secondary Subtests for the Standardization Sample (N = 1,087) According to a Bifactor Model With Four Group Factors With Visual 
Spatial to Figure Weights Path Removed.

German WISC-V Subtest

General
Verbal 

Comprehension
Visual 
Spatial

Working 
Memory

Processing 
Speed

h2 u2 ECVb S2 b S2 b S2 b S2 b S2

Similarities .697 .486 .287 .082 .568 .432 .855
Vocabulary .659 .434 .592 .350 .785 .215 .553
Information .684 .468 .333 .111 .579 .421 .808
Comprehension .548 .300 .461 .213 .513 .487 .586
Block Design .634 .402 .377 .142 .544 .456 .739
Visual Puzzles .658 .433 .405 .164 .597 .403 .725
Matrix Reasoning .660 .436 .138 .019 .455 .545 .958
Figure Weights .703 .494 .494 .506 .999
Arithmetic .726 .527 .169 .029 .556 .444 .949
Digit Span .666 .444 .409 .167 .611 .389 .726
Picture Span .573 .328 .199 .040 .368 .632 .892
Letter–Number Sequencing .669 .448 .405 .164 .612 .388 .732
Coding .331 .110 .643 .413 .523 .477 .209
Symbol Search .363 .132 .715 .511 .643 .357 .205
Cancellation .232 .054 .456 .208 .262 .738 .206
Total Variance .366 .050 .022 .027 .076 .541 .459  
Explained Common Variance .678 .093 .040 .049 .140  
ω .926 .859 .805 .818 .725  
ωH/ωHS .836 .253 .086 .137 .575  
Relative ω .903 .295 .107 .168 .793  
Factor correlation .914 .503 .294 .370 .758  
H .907 .506 .276 .319 .668  
PUC .800  

Note. b = loading of subtest on factor; S2 = variance explained; h2 = communality; u2 = uniqueness; ECV = explained common variance; ωH = Omega-
hierarchical (general factor); ωHS = Omega-hierarchical subscale (group factors); H = construct reliability or replicability index; PUC = percentage of 
uncontaminated correlations. Illustrated in Figure 3.
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influence of psychometric g is fully mediated by the first-
order group factors.

The theoretical appropriateness of bifactor models of 
intelligence was questioned by Reynolds and Keith (2013) 
who argued “we believe that higher-order models are theo-
retically more defensible, more consistent with relevant 
intelligence theory (e.g., Jensen, 1998), than are less con-
strained hierarchical [bifactor] models” (p. 66). Gignac 
(2006, 2008) alternatively suggested that because g was the 
most substantial factor it should be directly modeled and 
that full mediation of g in the higher-order model was what 
required explicit theoretical justification. Carroll (1993, 
1995) pointed out that subtest scores reflect variation of 
both a general and more specific group factor but because 
they generally contain larger portions of g variance the 
subtest scores reliability is primarily a function of the gen-
eral factor, not the specific group factor. Other researchers 
have also argued that Spearman’s (1927) and Carroll’s 
(1993) conceptualizations of intelligence are better repre-
sented by the bifactor model and not the higher-order 
model (Beaujean, 2015b; Brunner et al., 2012; Frisby & 
Beaujean, 2015; Gignac, 2006, 2008; Gignac & Watkins, 
2013; Gustafsson & Balke, 1993).

Murray and Johnson (2013), Gignac (2016), and Mansolf 
and Reise (2017) determined that bifactor models might be 
found superior in fit due to unmodeled complexities such as 
small cross-loadings of indicators on multiple factors, pro-
portionality constraint, or tetrad constraints; so the bifactor 
model may not be statistically better. Analyses of simula-
tions of bifactor and higher-order models by Morgan et al. 
(2015) confirmed that regardless of the true structure, both 
types of models exhibited good model fit. Mansolf and 
Reise (2017) admitted that presently there is no technical 
solution to resolve the problem that bifactor and higher-
order models cannot be distinguished by fit indices. Given 
this problem, Watkins et al. (2018) suggested requiring “a 
parsimonious, substantively meaningful model that fits 
observed data adequately well” (MacCallum & Austin, 
2000, p. 218) and that fulfills the purpose of measurement; 
while Murray and Johnson (2013) concluded that when 
estimating or accounting for domain-specific abilities, the 
“bifactor model factor scores should be preferred” (p. 420). 
In the case of the German WISC-V, and all Wechsler scales, 
factor index scores and the numerous factor index score 
comparisons (ipsative and pairwise) and inferences made 
from such comparisons beyond the FSIQ is focusing on 
domain-specific abilities, so a bifactor model is necessary. 
Researchers and clinicians must know how well German 
WISC-V group factor scores perform independent of the g 
factor score (F. F. Chen et al., 2006; F. F. Chen et al., 2012).

Reise et al. (2010) also concluded that a bifactor model, 
which contains a general factor but permits multidimen-
sionality, is better than the higher-order model so that rela-
tive contribution of group factors independent of the general 

factor (i.e., general intelligence) may be determined. This 
has also been recommended by others (Brunner et al., 2012; 
DeMars, 2013; Morin et al., 2016; Reise, 2012; Reise et al., 
2013; Rodriguez et al., 2016). Given the absence of the FR 
factor and poor ωHS and H coefficients for VC, VS, and 
WM, interpretation of these German WISC-V index scores 
“as representing the precise measurement of some latent 
variable that is unique or different from the general factor, 
clearly, is misguided” (Rodriguez et al., 2016, p. 225).

A final theoretical implication of present German 
WISC-V results relates to the so-called CHC theory 
(McGrew, 2009; Schneider, & McGrew, 2018). While sev-
eral group factors (broad abilities) could be located, but not 
FR, the dominance of the g factor in explaining common 
variance in the German WISC-V is consistent with Carroll’s 
three stratum theory and not with the Cattell–Horn extended 
Gf-Gc theory. Cucina and Howardson (2017) offered the 
same conclusion in their analyses. Given the volume of evi-
dence regarding preeminence of g variance in Wechsler 
scales and other intelligence tests, an annulment of the 
unhappy arranged marriage of the theories of Cattell–Horn 
and Carroll appears warranted (Canivez & Youngstrom, 
2019; Wasserman, 2019).

Limitations

The present study examined EFA and CFA for the full 
German WISC-V standardization sample but it is possible 
that different age groups within the German WISC-V stan-
dardization sample might produce somewhat different 
results. EFA and CFA with different age subgroups should 
be conducted to examine structural invariance across age. 
Other demographic variables where invariance should be 
examined include sex and socioeconomic status. While 
Pauls et al. (2020) reported factor structure invariance for 
the publisher preferred German WISC-V measurement 
model (Model 5e) across gender [sic] and reported config-
ural, first-order and second-order metric invariance, this 
only shows that the inadequate measurement model did not 
vary between groups. Invariance of the better represented 
bifactor model with four group factors identified in the 
present study should be examined. Structural invariance 
across gender [sic] was also reported for the U.S. WISC-V 
(H. Chen et al., 2015) but bifactor models and models with 
fewer group factors were also not examined. Because the 
publisher denied access to the German WISC-V standard-
ization sample raw data, we are unable to independently 
conduct such analyses.

The present analyses were of the standardization sample 
and results may not generalize to other populations such as 
clinical groups or other independent samples of nonclinical 
groups, participants of different races/ethnicities, immigra-
tion status, or language minorities. Finally, the results of the 
present study only consider the latent factor structure and 
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cannot fully test the construct validity of the German 
WISC-V. Examinations of German WISC-V relationships 
with external criteria (e.g., scholastic achievement) are 
needed. Examinations of incremental predictive validity 
(Canivez, 2013a; Canivez et al., 2014; Glutting et al., 2006) 
to determine if reliable achievement variance is incremen-
tally accounted for by the German WISC-V factor index 
scores beyond that accounted for by the FSIQ (or through 
use of latent factor scores, see Kranzler et al., 2015) and 
diagnostic utility (see Canivez, 2013b) studies should also 
be conducted. However, the small portions of true score 
variance uniquely contributed by the four group factors 
identified here with the German WISC-V standardization 
sample makes it unlikely that German WISC-V factor index 
scores would provide meaningful additive interpretive 
value. Finally, while the present findings show dominance 
of general intelligence this does not mean that psychometric 
g is a single psychological attribute and perhaps, as indi-
cated by Kovacs and Conway (2016) and Kan et al. (2019), 
the g factor may be a formative variable rather than a reflec-
tive variable; although Gottfredson (2016) argued the 
Kovacs and Conway Process Overlap Theory actually can 
be considered support for g. The present results (and Pauls 
et al., 2020) suggest clinicians should interpret with caution 
the factor index scores, if at all, due to low amounts of 
unique contributions of the broad abilities. However, that 
does not mean that broad abilities do not exist, they just 
may not be adequately measured by the German WISC-V 
or other intelligence tests.

Conclusion

Based on the present results, the German WISC-V as pre-
sented in the German WISC-V Technical Manual appears to 
be overfactored and the strong replication of previous EFA 
and CFA findings with the U.S. WISC-V and other interna-
tional versions further indicates primary, if not exclusive, 
focus of interpretation on the German WISC-V FSIQ. The 
attempt to divide the PR factor into separate VS and FR fac-
tors was again unsuccessful by not producing a viable FR 
factor. Therefore, generating standard scores and compari-
sons for FR is potentially misleading and users likely misin-
terpreting scores. If FR cannot be located and does not 
make a unique contribution then the publisher should pro-
vide normative scores for four (VC, VS, WM, and PS) 
rather than five first-order factors, but the small portions of 
unique variance contribution by VC, VS, and WM likely 
render them of little utility; and the poor measurement of  
g by PS subtests might call for elimination from a test of 
general intelligence. The present results will help users of 
the German WISC-V make informed decisions about 
whether, when, and how to use the German WISC-V and 
which scores have adequate psychometric support for con-
fident interpretation. Researchers and clinicians must rely 

on more than the test technical manuals to appropriately use 
test scores and their comparisons because test users bear 
“the ultimate responsibility for appropriate test use and 
interpretation” (AERA, APA, & NCME, 2014, p. 141). This 
will also allow professionals ethically using the German 
WISC-V to “know what their tests can do and act accord-
ingly” (Weiner, 1989, p. 829).
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